Division Memorandum No. 23/series 2017

To: Secondary School Principals
    This Division

FROM: EMMALINDA E. BUHAYLUNGSOD, CESO V
      Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT: SEARCH FOR MS. PROVINCIAL MEET 2017

DATE: September 18, 2017

1. In consonance with the upcoming Provincial Meet on October 12-14, 2017 there will be a Search for Ms. Provincial Meet 2017 on October 13, 2017, 8 a.m. at Baroy Central Elem. School, Baroy, Lanao del Norte.

2. Relative to this, all secondary schools are directed to send their student-contestant for Rehearsals on Oct. 10-12, 2017 at Pigcarangan ES, Tubod, Lanao del Norte. Winner of the said competition will represent the division to the Search for Ms. NMRAA Meet 2017.

3. Attached herewith are the Contest Guidelines and Criteria for Judging.

4. For immediate dissemination and compliance with by all concerned.
MISS PROVINCIAL MEET 2017 CRITERIA
FOR JUDGING AND CONTEST GUIDELINES

SCHOOL UNIFORM (15%)

Confidence, Body Contour, Beauty of the Face
Stage Presence (Poise, Posture, Charm, Style, Charisma, and Grace)

SPORTS ATTIRE (15 %)

Confidence and Execution of Movements, Body Contour, Beauty of the Face, Fitness
Stage Presence (Poise, Posture, Charm, Style, Charisma, and Grace)

ETHNIC ATTIRE (20%)

Regality and Elegance, Technique, Bearing and Confidence, Beauty of the Face
Stage Presence (Poise, Posture, Charm, Style, Charisma, and Grace)

QUESTION AND ANSWER PORTION (50%)

PERSONALITY – Height Requirement “5 ft. and 2 inches”

(Beauty of the Face, Poise, Posture, Charm, Style, Charisma, Grace, Projection, Elegance and Confidence)

MIND APTITUDE

(Knowledge, Perception, Spontaniety, Wit, Articulation, and Sensibility and Relevance of the Answer)

The SCORING SYSTEM will be used in determining the winners. This system is used to justify the beauty, wit, and personality can’t be quantified by particular criteria; these should be evaluated as a whole. The smallest score is one (1) and the highest score is fifteen (15). The candidate who has the Highest Average Score equivalent or nearest to fifteen will be declared winner in every exposure. In case of a tie, the judges themselves will deliberate who shall win. The said procedure will be used consistently all throughout the search process.

Score Schedule: 1-5 POOR, 6-10 AVERAGE, 11-14 GOOD, 15 EXCELLENT